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On the nodal Unes of second eigenfunctions of the
fixed membrane problem
ROLF PÛTTER

Abstract A well-known conjecture about the second eigenfunction of a bounded domain m R2 states
that the nodal lme has to mterseet the boundary m exactly two points We give sufficient conditions on
the domain for this assertion to hold For spécial doubly symmetnc domains we also prove that A2 îs
simple and that the nodal lme of the second eigenfunction lies on one of the axes

1.

Introduction

Consider the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem for the Laplacian on a bounded
domain Q czU2 with boundary of class C2a:

(Au+Xu=0
\u 0

in Q
&apos;

on dQ.

}

The set of eigenvalues can be arranged in a nondecreasing séquence of positive
numbers tending to infinity 0 &lt; Xx &lt; X2 ^ A3 • •.
The corresponding eigenfunctions {ut}fLx are in C2a(û) (see [3], Theorem 6.15)
and analytic in the interior of Q. If u is an eigenfunction N(u) : {x e Q : u(x) 0}
is called the nodal set of w; the connected components of Q\N(u) are called nodal
domains. The Courant nodal domain theorem states that the /-th eigenfunction can
possess at most i nodal domains. As a conséquence of Courant&apos;s theorem, ux has
exactly one and
•

m2

has exactly two nodal domains.

(1.2)

Cheng proved in [1] that, for any eigenfunction m, the nodal set N(u) consists of a
finite number of CMmmersed arcs : (0,1) -&gt;Q or circles ^ : S1 -+Q. When thèse
arcs or circles intersect or self-intersect, they form an equiangular System. As a
conséquence of (1.2), we hâve:
4&gt;

If Q is

simply connected, N(u2) consists of one embedded arc or
one embedded circle only.
96

(1.3)
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A conjecture on the configuration of N(u2) states
case

(see, e.g. [5]

97

or [7]) that the latter

in (1.3) cannot occur, and more precisely:

If Q

is simply connectée, then N(u2) intersects dQ in exactly two points. (1.4)

Hitherto, the conjecture has been proved only for some spécial classes of domains,
ail possessing an axial or rotational symmetry. L. Payne showed (1.4) if Q is
symmetric about the axis {x2 0} and convex in x2. C. S. Lin [4] proved (1.4)
provided Q is convex and invariant under rotation by an angle 2n/m for some m ^ 2.
In the paper we are concerned with proving 1.4) under a whole continuum of
possible conditions on the domain Q. For that purpose we introduce the notion of
convexity with respect to a point.

DEFINITION

1.1.

with respect to p if for
empty or connected.

Let G

c U2

be a domain, p e U2 a point. We call G convex
every circle C centered in p the intersection C n G is either

We then show in Theorem 2.3:

If Q

is symmetric about the axis {x2
0} and
on this axis,/? £ Q, then (1.4) holds. Payne&apos;s

convex with respect to a point/? a ex
condition is then the limit case of our condition for a -? oo or a -? — oo.
Closely related to the shape of the nodal Une of second eigenfunction is the
multiplicity m2 of À2. It is known that m2 &lt; 3 for simply connected Q (cf. [1]) and
that (1.4) implies m2 ^ 2 (cf. [4]). Also C. L. Shen, for the case of doubly symmetric
plane domains and under the conditions
-

.-a^x^a,

(i) Q {(*!, x2)
-/(|x,|) x2 £/(|x,|},
(ii) fe C([0, a])J&gt; 0 on [0, a), /(a) 0, is strictly decreasing on [0, a],
(iii) x2 + (/(jc))2 is strictly increasing on [0, a],
&lt;

/

0}. We show hère the
same under weaker géométrie (but higher regularity) assumptions on the boundary
of 0, namely, Q must be convex in x2 and expand from {x{ 0} to {x2 0} (see
has proved the following:

X2

is simple and N(u2)

Q

n {x2

Définition 3.2).

2. Domains with an

axial symmetry

We first need the following observation.
2.1. Suppose that Q is a domain in R2, A e R and that u e C2(Q)\{0}
0.
solves Au -h Au
0 in Q. Let x0 be a point in Q with u(x0)

LEMMA

rolf pOtter
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Then u changes sign near x09 i.e. in each neighbourhood U
positive and négative values.

of

jc0, u assumes

Proof. An easy conséquence of the strong maximum principle for subharmonic
functions and the fact that u actually is analytic in Q.

For the domains under considération we now reformulate the property of
convexity with respect to a point. Set
H2

{(*„ x2) 6R2:x2&gt; 0},

H2

{(*„ x2) eR2:x2H)

and let D90 e 0(2, R) be the rotation by 90 degrees in the positive sensé.
2.2. Suppose Q aU2 is a bounded, simply connected domain of class
C1. Assume that Q is symmetric about the axis {x2
0} and that a ex, a e IR, is a
point on this axis. We then hâve:

LEMMA

•

Q is convex with respect to a

fVx edQnH2: (D90^

\or
(Vx

•

ex

iff

-a-ex), v(x)&gt;

:&gt;

0

(2.1)

edQnH2: (D90^

-a

•

ex\ v(jc)&gt;

&lt;&gt;

0.

Hère, for x e dQ, v(x) is the outer normal to ÔQ at x.

Proof Since Q is simply connected, we may parametrize dQ n H2 by a regular
curve c g Cl([0, 1], H2). We orient c in such a way that v(c(0) D^cit) for ail t. We
then hâve

jt \c{i) - a

•

ex |2

2&lt;c(0

-a

•

*,,

c(0&gt;

2&lt;/&gt;9O(c(0

-«

•

e,

v(c(t))&gt;.

Hence (2.1) is équivalent to |c(0 —a ex\ being monotone on [0,1]. This condition
is violated if and only if there is an r &gt; 0 such that, for K(t)
r(cos /, sin t) +a - ex,
the set {K{i) :t g[0, n]}\(dQnH2) décomposes into at least three connected
components. Since Q is symmetric in the axis {x2 0}, we hâve that
{K(t)91 € [0, 2n)}\dQ décomposes into at least four connected components. This is
équivalent to the condition that Q is not convex with respect to a • ex.
Before proving the main resuit of this section we introduce the following
terminology: For x e 3(2, we say that u is positive near x if there is an open bail B
around x such that u is positive on B n Q. For F c dQ, we say that u is positive near
if u is positive near x for each x e F.
•

r
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THEOREM 2 3 Suppose Q is a bounded, simply connected domain in M2 of class
C2 a Suppose further that Q is symmetnc about the axis {x2 0} and convex with

eua eU

respect to a point a

Then

if a

ex

$ Q,

1

4) holds

Proof We proceed by contradiction
Assume v is a solution of (1 1) with X A2, that is, a second eigenfunction, and
N(v) mtersects dQ in at most one point p We may then suppose that v is positive
near dQ\{p}
Consider u e

C2\Q) defined by

l, x2) + K*i, -*2))

(2 2)

Then u is also a second eigenfunction on Q and we hâve
u is positive near dQ

ueeCx\Q)

Define

uG(x)

with the possible exception of two points

(2 3)

by

-x2 dxu{x) + (*i

- a) Ô2u(x)

(D90(x

-a

ex\

Then we hâve ue ^ 0, since otherwise, u would be rotationally symmetnc around
a ex and dQ a circle with center a ex, which is impossible because a ex$Q Set

Q+

{xeQ

x2&gt;0}

We now claim

VxgQ+ ue(x)*0

(2 4)

As the diflferential operators ôe
Aue

—x2 dx

+ (xx

+ X2ue =0 inQ

4- a) d2

and A commute, we hâve

(2 5)

(2 2) implies that u is even in x2, and so

u0(xx,x2)

—

The condition u
Vm(jc)

^0

for ail x

e Q

(2 6)

0 on ôQ implies

dvu(x)

and, by virtue
ôvu

hô(jci, —x2)

v(jc)

forallxeSQ,

(2 7)

of (2 3),

on 50

(2 8)
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Furthermore
(D9O(x-a&apos;el

dvu{x){D9\x

-a

•

ex),

v(jc)&gt;Vjc

(2.9)

e ÔQ.

with respect to a ex, we may assume by Lemma 2.2 that
(P™(x -aex), v(x)&gt; ^ 0 for ail x e dQnH2.
Together with (2.8) and (2.9) this implies

Since Q is convex

-

on dQnH2.
Set

ro

Qn{x2

0},Q-

(2.10)

{x eQ :x2&lt;0}.

From (2.6) we obtain

uB=0 onF0.

(2.11)

We now show (2.4). Assume ue(x)

0

for an x

e O+

According to Lemma

(2.12)

we changes sign near x.

Hence V+

2.1

:= {y e Q+ :u0(y)

&gt;0}

is non-empty. (2.8) and (2.11)

imply that

=0

on dV+. Hence V+ is the union of one or more nodal domains of u0. By
(2.6) V~ := {y eQ~ : u0(y) &lt;0} also contains one or more nodal domains of
u0. Thus 22 22(fl)^2(F+uF-). (2.12) implies int (Q\(V+u V&apos;)) 0. The
monotonicity principle for eigenvalues (see [2]) now yields that À2(V+ uV~)&gt;
A2(O), a contradiction, and (2.4) is proved.
To achieve a final contradiction, choose x eQn{x2^0} with u(x) 0. Taking
into account that m is a second eigenfunction and symmetric in x2, such an x
must exist. Set r \x — a • ex | and consider the curve a : [0, ti) -* IR2,
cr(/)
r(cos t, sin f) + a ex. There exist t{,t2e [0, tt), tx&lt;t2, such that
&lt;K0i, ^2)) c ^ +,
(t(/!
x, a{t2) e ôQ. Thus for cp(O u(a{i)) we have
^(^) (p(t2) =0. Hence there is a toe(tut2) such that cp&apos;Oo^O» that is
ue((p(t0)) 0. This a contradiction to (2.4) and the theorem is proved.
u0

*

-

3. Doubly symmetric domains

We first cite the following simple lemma

LEMMA

3.1. Suppose
eigenfunction of Q.

Then x s N(u)ndQ

QcU2

if and

only

of Lin

(see [4]).

is a bounded Cx-domain and u a

if dvu(x)

0.

Dirichlet
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In this section we shall

be considering doubly symmetric domains. A crucial
assumption we shall be placing upon such domains is the property of expansion
from one axis to the other.

DEFINITION

3.2. Let Q

c IR2 be a bounded, simply connected domain of class

C1. Consider the axes Tx
{xx
0}, T2 {x2 0} and the quadrant Q {xx &gt; 0
and x2 &gt; 0}. Suppose Q is symmetric in Tx and T2. We say that Q expands from Tx

to

T2

if

&lt;£&gt;90jc,

v(x)&gt;

:&gt;

0 Vx €

dQnQ.

(3.1)

Remark. If we parametrize ôQnQ by a regular C^curve c : [0, \]-&gt;Q with
and c(\) e T2, then (3.1) is équivalent to d/dt\c(t)\2 0, which motivâtes
c(0) 6
the defintion.

^

ï&gt;

In our investigation of the eigenspace of A2(Q), we prove first:
3.3. Let Q œU2 be a bounded, simply connected C2*-domain.
Suppose Q is symmetric in Tx and T2, expands from Tx to T2 and is not a circular dise.
Set Q$ :
{xeQ :x2&gt; 0}. Then we hâve ÀX(Q£ &gt; À2(Q).

THEOREM

Proof. Suppose u is a first eigenfunction on Q2 ; we may assume u 0 on Q£.
We reflect u antisymmetrically along T2 and obtain an eigenfunction on the whole
of Q which we call again u. Hence
&gt;

Au

+ A,(Q2+)«=0 in

u(xx,x2)

w=0 on

Q,

(3.2)

dQ,

-u(xx, -x2) =u(-xx,x2)VxeQ.

(3.3)

The second equality in (3.3) states that, as a first eigenfunction onÛ2+,wis even

in xx.
Set ue

We hâve

-x2 dxu -h xx d2u
ue £ 0, otherwise

Aue+Xx(QÏ)u0=O in

in Q.
Q would be a circular dise. As in (2.5) we obtain
&lt;Z)90x, Vw&gt;

(3.4)

Q.

Since u is positive near F =dQnQwe hâve dvu
on ôQ and (3.1) we obtain
avM&lt;/)9Ox,v&gt;^0

onf.

^0

on

f. By virtue of V«

dvu

•

v

(3.5)

102
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On account of (3.3) the following holds:

ue(xux2)

-x2)

u0(xx,

-u0(-xx,x2).

(3.6)

Set

T

QnTu

F,

ÔQn{xx

&gt;0}.

(3.5) and (3.6) imply
u0

0

on 7,

u0

^ 0 on

r,.

(3.7)

Choose an r such that minxeao |x| &lt;r &lt;maxJC€Ôfi |x|, and consider the curve
a : [0, n/2] -? Q, a(t) r(cos /, sin /). There is a txe (0, tc/2) such that
: [0, /,] -*R,
cp(i)
(j((0, r!))c=O*:=Ong, (T(rj)eaO. Define
u(a{t)). Since
there is a toe(09 tx) such that ^&apos;(^o) &quot;©(^o)) =0. Put
(p(0)
a(t0) x e Q*. Lemma 2.1 implies that
&lt;p

^,)=0,

(3.8)

u0 changes sign near x.
Set

F+ is non-empty by (3.8) and u0 =0 on 5F+ by (3.7). Hence F+ is the union
of one or more nodal domains of u0. Since u0 is skew-symmetric in jc,,
V~~
{(x1? jc2) e Q : — jc1? jc2) eF+} also contains at least one nodal domain of
u0. Hence u0 is at least a second Dirichlet eigenfunction on F= F+uF&quot;, that is
Àl(Q£)^À2(V). Again, by (3.8), we hâve int(G\F)#0, and so, by domain
monotonicity, A2(F) À2(Q), and ^(G^) &gt;^2(^) is proved.
the eigenspace corresponding to À2(Q). We proceed by
Put now E £(A2)
decomposing E into subspaces according to the symmetry properties of the eigenfunctions.
Let Au A2 6 0(2, IR) be the reflections in Tv and T2 respectively and define
&gt;

Et

{u e E :u

u

Ax},

Ex

{u e E

w

—u

o

Ax}9

E£

{ueE:u

uo A2}9

E2

{u e E : u

-u

o

A2},

Exa

EtnE29

Since

o

E2tX=Er nE},

Es

/
(direct sums),

:

Ex+nE£,

EP

EX~

nE2
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we have

E

ES® EU2 © E2A © Ep

(direct sum).

An élément of £p\{0} would have at least four nodal domains; hence
the following décomposition holds:
E

Ep

{0} and

Es®Elt2®E2tl.

(3.9)

Dirichlet eigenfunction on Q2 and hence u Q£ must be a first
eigenfunction, otherwise u would have four nodal domains in Q. An analogous
argument holds for E2l. Thus
Each u e Ex

dim EU2

2

^

îs a

1,

|

dim E2J £

(3.10)

1.

THEOREM

3.4. Suppose Q satisfies the hypothèses of Theorem 3.3 and that in
addition Q is convex with respect to x2. Then X2(Q) is simple and N(u2) QnTx.

Proof. Assume there exists an eigenfunction « e £r By Payne&apos;s resuit [5], N(u)
intersects ÔQ in exactly two points x9yedQ. By Lemma 3.1, we have
dvu(x) dvu(y) 0. As N(u) consists of one embedded arc only, ôvu changes sign
near x and y. But also ôvu is symmetnc with respect to Tx and T2. Hence x and y
cannot lie on the axes and so there are four points on dQ in which ôvu vanishes.
This is impossible, and so Es {0} By Theorem 3.3, EU2 {0} and we obtain
E E2l. Finally, dim E2l^l and dim E ^ 1 ensure that X2{Q) is simple.
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